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UAB TALGA
A successful logistics terminal in Jonava,
Ruklos g. 12C performs the following
activities since its opening in 2000:
o
o
o

storage in customs and logistics
warehouses;
all customs agent services;
International freight forwarding by
land, air, sea and railways.

Main principles of work:
o
o
o

reliability;
attention to customer needs;
optimal solutions of logistical
chain tasks at a reasonable
price.

STORAGE ROOM
UAB Talga operates and has the ownership of modern
13200 m2 storage facilities;
Multipurpose MECALUX racking system, which is used
for storage of goods, allows access to any pallet;

The total racking system for storage consists of
12560 pallet units. The rest of the warehouse
can be used flexibly to accommodate nonracked cargo.
Due to 18 ramps (12 and 6, respectively),
located next to two storage buildings, a large
number of vehicles can be serviced at the same
time, prioritizing or reserving the suitable ramps
for a particular customer at an appropriate time.
As a result, the work is carried out efficiently,
accurately and according to the deadlines.

LOADING SERVICES
All mechanized loading in the company is done
using the latest TOYOTA technology

Technical maintenance of the
owned equipment is carried out
by RAB Toyota Material Handling
Baltic, ensuring continuous work
without interruptions.

The company always maintains
sufficient human resources (at
least 20) needed to carry out
manual loading.

The company can offer accounting
of manual loading in different units
depending on the customer's
needs - tons, cubic meters etc.

RECEPTION / SELECTION OF GOODS
Currently, UAB Talga has installed a version of Equinox VISION 5 warehouse management system. If needed,
the system is connected to the customer's IT / accounting system, enabling the efficient execution of the
reception / selection of goods, tracking the balance of goods and providing reports.

Seeking to innovate, keep improving and continuously satisfy the needs of the customers, UAB Talga is
currently implementing a project Introduction of Business Management System to Increase Productivity
and Optimize Business Processes in Storage Business. On implemention the project, Equinox Vision 3PL
V6 version will be installed in the company, allowing it to provide all complex logistics services in the most
modern technological environment.

In terms of cargo unloading in tons, and cubic meters,
UAB Talga is one of the leading companies in Lithuania.
Cargo distribution is carried out by DPD and other major
courier companies

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
UAB Talga provides a full range of services in order to ensure that everything related to
customer's cargo is reliably provided in one place, i.e.

1

Cargo (vehicle / pallet) weighing;

2

Printing / gluing stickers;

3

Pallet forming;

4

Manual / automatic pallet wrapping with film;

5

Repackaging to various containers / materials,

The company has enough human resources and the necessary automated equipment (scales, pallet
device, sewing machine, etc.) for all similar services.

RAILWAY BRANCH
The railway branch located in the territory of UAB Talga allows
to connect different types of transport and to find a logistically
and cost-wise optimal solution for the customer.
Both open and closed (placed under the roof) ramps, located in
the internal territory, allow cargo reloading from wagons to a
warehouse or directly to vehicles.

CUSTOMS BROKERAGE
SERVICES
UAB Talga provides all customs broker services according to customer needs:

1

Import, export, transit clearance;

2

Temporary customs storage (BDK);

3

Opening of TIR Carnet;

4

Forming documents through free warehouses, etc.;

The main principles of work of the experienced declarants of UAB Talga are as follows: analytical approach to the
client's procedures, efficiency and thoroughness.

We are always looking for the most effective customs procedures solution for the customer.
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